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Weather Hit Canadian Retail Sales  

 Retail sales were flat in April and slightly lower in volume terms… 

 ...as a wetter and colder than usual April weighed on key categories... 

 ….but a small gain in monthly GDP is still expected… 

 ...but one that thus far makes for a tepid Q2 rebound… 

 …the inclusion of ’pot’ stores played a minimal role, at least directly! 

 

Canada, nominal retail sales, m/m%, headline / ex-autos, April: 

Actual:   0.1 / 0.1 

Consensus:     0.2 / 0.4 

Scotia:    0.3 / 0.4 

Prior:  1.3 / 1.8 (revised from 1.1 / 1.7) 

 

 It wasn’t just you. The weather was indeed pretty awful across much of the 

country this Spring. This may have played a significant role in driving a weak 

month for retail sales.  

 Please see the pair of charts that depict April’s weather compared to 

seasonal norms thanks to Evan Andrade’s handiwork on our weather 

databases. April was indeed a colder, wetter month than normal across much 

of the country especially east of the Manitoba-Ontario border. Several 

centimetres of greater than normal (ie: already normally high) rainfall landed 

in eastern Canada and temperatures averaged slightly cooler than normal in 

several provinces including biggies like Ontario and Quebec. You probably 

stayed home more, spent less at gardening stores and didn’t frequent as 

many patios.  

 Sales volumes fell by 0.2% m/m and so the details were softer than the 

headline’s small sales gain given that the latter is based upon the value of 

sales. Sales volumes are tracking a rise of 1.2% q/q at a seasonally adjusted 

and annualized rate in Q2 over Q1 assuming no change in May and June to 

focus upon the tracking effects. After a flat Q1 (-0.1% q/q), sales volumes are 

tracking only a gently higher gain in Q2. 

 By sector, sales were up in seven of eleven categories. Gainers included 

sporting goods/music/hobby stores (+3.2%) and this could have been the first 

glimpse at a hockey/basketball playoffs effect, gas stations (+1.2% m/m) on 

higher prices as sales volumes fell, furniture and home furnishings (+0.7%), 

food and beverage stores (+0.4%), health and personal care stores (+0.1%), 

and new car dealers (+1.2%). Sales were lower at electronics/appliance 

stores (-1.1%), building material/garden stores (-2.6%), and clothing 

 I'm tracking 0.2% m/m for next Friday's April GDP on the back of these 

retail numbers. Hours worked were up 0.4% m/m in April, housing starts 

were up 21% m/m, manufacturing shipment volumes fell 0.8% and retail sales 

volumes fell 0.2%. Only wholesale trade is on tap next week. The April GDP 

estimate is just barely rounding up to 0.2% but I'd push it that direction on the 

basis of other positives not as easily captured, like the effect of recovering 

existing home sales that directly carry little effect on GDP (paper swaps) but 

indirectly boost ancillary services from agents, lawyers, bankers etc. 
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 Using monthly GDP figures, that would imply 1.8% annualized Q2 GDP growth for a mild rebound. This is taking 0.2% 

m/m for April, assuming May and June stay flat to focus the tracking effects on the Q1 hand-off and April. Recall that Q1 GDP 

was up by only 0.4% q/q SAAR on an expenditure basis and 0.5% using the monthly production/income-based GDP figures. 

So we are tracking a rebound, but not a terribly impressive one. 

 Only three of ten provinces saw a rise in the dollar value of sales in April (Ontario, Manitoba and Alberta) while PEI was flat. 

Sales fell in the other six provinces with a particular slant toward weakness in the wettest provinces. Quebec and the 

four Atlantic provinces account for about 30% of total Canadian retail sales and there were all weak and wet during April.  

 As ‘pot’ stores opened up, the effects were not surprisingly inconsequential to overall retail sales. Cannabis stores 

registered a 24.1% m/m gain (not seasonally adjusted because of no history) but only carry 0.1% weight in total retail sales for 

a three-hundredths effect on total month-ago retail sales growth. One might, however, think there was some complementary 

demand as beer/wine/liquor sales were up by 2.6%. There is no ‘munchies’ category. 
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